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Deer Stands for Girls: The latest from Night Vision Cupcakes: With our

Golfing Paper Dolls: Are you bored

wood master William “Splinters” Miller. He
has taken all the elements of a workable
deer stand and added a unique twist to
keep the stinky boys out. Available in pink,
pinkish camouflage, kind of a greenish pink
Summers Eve® vibe and vibrant taupe.

because old men ahead of you are playing
like dusty, gray glaciers? Pull out your paper
dolls from your bag and endure the wait
with the playful “19th Hole Drunk Chick” or
“Sand Trap Gal.” This year, spare visors are
included for that special extra touch!

failing eyes, night driving has become
both dangerous and appetite inducing.
By purchasing these cupcakes, the night
becomes day with a full stomach and
makes that run to Winona fly by with
nary a nosh-related notion.

The Music Stylings
of Lorrie Beyl: The
crowds have demanded
our family songstress to
get back in the studio to
make more music and
she does not disappoint.
Assisted by Producer
Mike Dapper and smallhanded pianist Michele
Lenz-Noll, Lorrie digs
deep into her hit-soaked
catalog to make a gift
which is one of the best
things to come out of
Wisconsin since Steve
Miller (no verified or
confirmed relation).

Professional Hair Products: Named by the respected
barbershop industry magazine, Brush and Blade, as one of the
“top heads of hair in the twentieth century,” our own Jack
Miller then began dedicating his life to creating the world’s best
hair creams. His specially formulated “Uppercut Deluxe
Pomade” was a winner of all major scalp competitions around
the world and has been re-introduced this year for Mom’s
Newsletter readers. “I am ecstatic that ‘Uppercut’ has been
brought back,” said pomade fanboy Curt Breeding, “my hair has
never looked better and it also makes a great dessert topping.”

Auto-Opening Buckler: Our own Derek
Sayres, long a fan of both ADA-motivated
public restroom technology and general
fashion accessories, has merged those two
elements to make the gift a guy has to have
for that office party. “It makes that quick
wave memorable and as far as I am
concerned, a real winner for everyone.”

